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Aims and Objectives 
 

The idea behind my An Eyeful of Words exhibition was conceived when my first poetry 

collection Into the Yell was published.
 1

 I wanted to get poetry out there for more people to 

enjoy and in a way that fitted somewhere between the quiet, private home enjoyment of 

poetry on the page and the more public enjoyment of performance poetry. 

Collaborating with my publisher, Kay Green, and artists, Julie Haller and Sam 

Hutchcocks, on Into the Yell’s front cover sparked the idea that an exhibition combining art 

and poetry might open up my work to new, wider, audiences. I hoped the art would: 

 Draw visitors to the exhibition 

 Encourage people to read the accompanying poems 

 Help people’s appreciation of the accompanying poems 

                                                           
1
 James, Sarah, Into the Yell (Hastings: Circaidy Gregory Press, 2010) 
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I also wanted to extend the exhibition’s temporal and geographical reach using online and 

mobile phone technology. 

 

 
        Striped Canvas by Julie Haller 

 
 
Welcome to the Zoo 
 
My name is Sarah and I am your guide 
this morning, ladies and gentlemen, girls and boys. 
Please keep all your belongings close 
and please, please feed the animals. 
 
I am the flea that drinks off skin and fur. 
The fly on the wall is nothing to me. 
I borrow other lives, try them for taste; 
sip, suck, guzzle – then move on as I like. 
 
Notice the peahen on your left, pruning her mate's colours: 
helping him paint the air while she waits, watches, 
follows him, dressed in the sweep 
of his shadow; pecks dust. 
 
I am the zebra with striking black bands 
of text. My letters shine against white stripes. 
Then I kick hooves; roll questions in the mud 
until all of my writing is smeared and smudged. 
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Watch orangutan Mum cuddle her baby continuously 
one whole year, slow-swing him through the trees, 
nuzzle him to unbroken sleep in her nest 
of playful, restless dreams. 
 
I am the cochineal beetle who bleeds 
ink willingly. I'd grind my own body 
to find the answers; spell them out in red 
while the cactus quill spears me as I write. 
 
The reptile house is open today but 
our lizards are cold-blooded, shy. With camouflage scales, 
they'll hide behind stones, leaves, anything to avoid being seen. 
They'll even shed their own tails to escape. 
 
I am the snake; my coiled form an ear lobe. 
My body bends sounds to words, words to sounds 
in constant slither; still never, never 
silent. Listen! Hear my heart's hissing tick. 
 
The penguin's characteristic waddle may raise a laugh. 
It walks nowhere fast but is a powerful 
swimmer, reaching 9mph. Some say its wings 
are a memory, or wish, of when it could fly. 
 
I am the tiger. Stripes alight, my bright 
eyes burn two holes in the night as I blaze 
fearful forests with my gaze; search my self 
for the slightest trace of symmetry. 

 

 

Research and Process 

Art and poetry have a long history of cross-inspiration but one of the first texts I looked at 

was I Spy Pinhole Eye – a contemporary collaboration between poet Philip Gross and 

photographer Simon Denison.
2
 

In the foreword, George Szirtes outlines this relationship of ekphrasis, from the 

Greek, as a ‘speaking out’ about art. He sums up the poetry in this collection as: ‘It comprises 

                                                           
2 Denison, Simon (photographs) and Philip Gross (poems), I Spy Pinhole Eye (Gwynedd: Cinnamon Press, 

2009) 
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not just a response to the photographs as images, but to the complex mixture of qualities in 

Denison’s photography as well as the minutiae of the world picked out by Denison’ (p.8, 

para. 2). 

 

 
 

 
“It must have been a male painter…” 

 
The colour of her cowl gives it away: 
red like Little Riding Hood’s. 
After all, doesn’t every girl dream of the wolf,  
wish herself unseamed by his howling? 
 
Look closer at this intimate portrait 
of a nesting doll; the length of lashes, 
small hands bound to lotus shape. 
Everything curved, nothing straight. 
 
And the matryoshka’s yell, like she’d swallow  
anything whole. Note too the flowers on her belly, 
see how the artist has crafted 
her brushstrokes to accentuate their swell –  
 
then sealed her own future. 
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Because of time constraints and the complex nature of collaboration, as well as my 

own interest in photography, I had already decided that I would be photographer and poet. 

This would give me greater control over the project, but might reduce the breadth of 

viewpoint, though my poetry could still develop upon minutiae captured in my photos. 

Another way of broadening poetry focus would be to consider action off-scene and 

beyond the frame of the original photo – be that in a literal sense or an associative way. In 

Gross’s ‘First Footing’, for example, he takes us from the pylon’s ‘clod of concrete | planted 

like a colonist’s first step | ashore’ through the ‘new year’s doorstep’ and footprints on 

Robinson Crusoe’s beach to ‘beginning is where | we wake up to the always-begun’ (p. 26 ). 

 

 
 

 
Russian Doll 

 
She always liked organising: 
Christmas, birthdays, the children's toys. 
 
He used to sit and watch, admiring 
the way she never forgot a thing. 
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All neatly packed up 
and labelled in indelible ink. 
For a rainy day, she used to say. 
 
He didn't expect her brain 
to file her memories into drawers 
then throw away the keys. 
 
The top drawer was the first to go: 
the one where she stored yesterday's walk in the park 
and the cardigan he bought for her birthday that week. 
 
Then other things began to slip away: 
their grandson's birth, that holiday to Greece. 
Their wedding day. 
 
Doctors say the bottom drawer will be the last to go: 
the one where she is again a little girl; 
his face a stranger's in her house, 
 
where he sits and watches time remove 
layer after layer of Russian dolls. 

 

Although use of a visual theme is one way of creating a coherency to the overall 

combined work, for my purposes this photographic theme of pylon feet was too narrow. The 

images often felt very similar and not immediately eye-catching, as they would need to be for 

my exhibition. 
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Into the Yell 
 

Mandy's lover forces open her soprano mouth 
with a dentist's grip 
to search for sound. 
 
Or not. Her closed throat 
hides the secret of a voice whose shout 
even is music pouring 

 
out for others: 

her soul, love, skies, birds, 
the essence of human desires. 
 
Perhaps he imagines extracting 
that perfect vibration. A small slit 
of a cut and he could 
 
pull out her vocal cords for himself 
like plucking strings. 
Or gutting a rabbit. 
 
Whatever he is looking for, it is not 
this shriek that he squeezes from her lips 
while her silent song overflows. 

 

Another issue was accessibility, given that my exhibition was aimed at encouraging 

appreciation in poetry newcomers who would be reading the poems in public and potentially 

distracting surroundings. At the same time though, there needed to be enough in the poems to 

encourage people to spend time with them and also offer greater depth or levels of possible 

meaning for those well-versed in poetry. 
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Not Another Russian Doll 

 
The painted faces taunt with knowledge  
that you still don’t want to know, 
hideous in their stance 
of identical mute  
acceptance. 
 
But what good are hips with handles 
if you don’t love to be held?  
Generations of women 
are stacked 
 
neatly inside the one uniform shape.  
This is their history you wear: 
the only freedom 
 
growing smaller  
and smaller 
 
– until you reach the size of a grenade pin. 
 

 
This concern was highlighted by Ted Hughes and Fay Godwin’s collaboration in 

Remains of Elmet.
3
 I liked the use of Godwin’s varied landscape photographs as a thematic 

                                                           
3 Godwin, Fay (photographs) and Ted Hughes (poems), Remains of Elmet (New York: Harper & Row, 1979) 
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thread and how these pictures evoke emotional responses. It is often these emotional tones 

which seem to be picked up in Hughes’ poetry, as in ‘Where the Mothers’ (p. 10). Here the 

moodiness suggested by the photograph’s dark shades and bleak scene broken by two solitary 

stones reinforce the poem’s ‘howlings of heaven’ and ‘a silent evil joy.’ 

Landscape and its interpretation emotionally was something I felt could work for my 

purposes.  Using local scenery was also something which, based on instinct and experience of 

people’s interests, I thought might be a good way of appealing to non-poetry readers. 

However, Godwin’s solely black and white photos, while great for atmospheric moodiness, 

create a sombre overall feeling. This is the case even for the illustration accompanying ‘High 

Sea-Light’ (p. 63), which is more upbeat than many of the poems. 

Again, based on both instinct and experience, I felt people were more likely to be 

drawn to colour and that too sombre an overall tone was less likely to appeal in an exhibition. 

People might be more wary of the possibility of, for example, being moved to tears in front of 

others than they might be when alone at home. 

 

 

Fallen trunk 
sunk in knotted eye silence. 
Children should be steering 
its shark’s fin branch helm 

free from shadow wracked trees. 
Instead wood rots to the red 

of dead leaves. 
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Visiting the Writing Britain exhibition at the British Library, I was interested to read a 

letter from Hughes to Godwin about this collaboration. Dated 31 May 1979, Hughes writes, 

‘Without your pictures there would have been no poems at all. Without your pictures, most 

readers of the poems would be completely lost for a concrete setting’. 

This is backed up by Godwin’s comments in the podcast ‘Writers and the British 

landscape’ that ‘quite a few of the choices of the pairings were his. I mean some of the poems 

were quite difficult for me to understand, whereas none of my pictures were difficult for him 

to understand so that he made very good pairings in many cases, you know, almost on an 

instinctive level’.
 4

 

As an accustomed poetry reader, I don’t need the photos to understand the poems. But 

I would agree that some of the poems require some effort from the reader – and these are 

poems on the page, where they can easily be re-read, if need be.  

 

 
 

                                                           
4
 ‘Writers and the British landscape’, The Guardian Books Podcast, 11 May 2012 

<http://www.guardian.co.uk/books/audio/2012/may/11/writers-landscape-british-library-podcast> 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/books/audio/2012/may/11/writers-landscape-british-library-podcast
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through the dense greenness 
bark stretches up to blue skies  

the path makes for light 
 

This issue of accessibility was further underlined by a Yale University Press interview 

with Jay Parini.
5
 Though he draws on the links between poetry and music, I felt his statement 

that ‘the way to approach poetry is as pleasure’ was relevant to my planned use of art. 

 

 
 

shadow trees shimmy 
sunlight’s mosaic paving 

ghost figures dancing 

 

While I anticipated my exhibition’s main visual element taking the form of photos, I 

wanted to include some artwork from Into the Yell and create a few collage poetry-canvases 

myself. I also wanted ensure my images and accompanying poems were not just a simple 

translation from one medium to another but that they offered a new interpretation or 

extension of the original in a different medium.  

                                                           
5
 ‘Yale Press Podcast Addendum Interview with Jay Parini, the author of Why Poetry Matters’, interviewed by 

Chris Gondek, 27 March 2008, Yale University Press  

<http://yalepress.yale.edu/yupbooks/podcast/Addendum_Parini.mp3> 

http://yalepress.yale.edu/yupbooks/podcast/Addendum_Parini.mp3
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empty church window 
dark arch of silenced prayer 

outside flowers sing 
 

In a piece in Poetry News, John Glenday sums up how Julian Opie’s work inspires 

him ‘in a very loosely ekphrastic manner. The image serves as little more than a background, 

a point of departure’.
 6

 For Glenday, art might set the colour and tone but ‘content is a very 

minor consideration’. 

A different art-poetry relationship can be found in Pascale Petit’s What the Water 

Gave Me, where Petit takes on the voice of Mexican painter Frida Kahlo and her poems bear 

the titles of Kahlo’s paintings.
7
  This type of theme was too narrow for what I wanted but the 

complementary relationship between paintings and poems was something I hoped to emulate, 

in my own way. 

Petit mixes biography with painting details so that, as she describes it, ‘Some poems 

keep quite close to the paintings, while others are versions or parallels’ (p.7). That the 

collection doesn’t feature prints of the paintings is testimony to these poems’ ability to stand 

                                                           
6
 Glenday, John, ‘Imagine You are Writing’ in ‘Picture This’, Poetry News, Spring 2011, p. 6 

7 Petit, Pascal, What the Water Gave Me: Poems after Frida Kahlo (Bridgend: Seren, Poetry Wales Press Ltd, 

2010) 
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alone. But her 2010 Ledbury Poetry Festival reading included slides and enjoying the pictures 

alongside the poetry did add depth and understanding of Frida Kahlo’s life. 

 

 
 

bird bath reflections 
turn our world upside down, help 

us swim in the sky 
 

The Alice Oswald and Jessica Greenman collaboration in Weeds and Wild Flowers 

suggested the possibilities offered by personifying the artwork’s subject, though, in her 

foreword, Oswald describes this particular collaboration as, ‘two separate books, a book of 

etchings and a book of poems, shuffled together. What connects them both is their contention 

that flowers are recognisably ourselves elsewhere’.
 8

 

                                                           
8
 Greenman, Jessica (etchings) and Alice Oswald (poems), Weeds and Wild Flowers (London: Faber and Faber 

Ltd, 2009) 
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leaf hand rests in snow 
 the earth’s white skin undented 

though ice veins exposed 
 

trees’ winter branches 
sprinkle snow-shock down our backs 

warmth melts their cold touch 
 

Meanwhile, Anne Carson’s NOX
9
 and ANTIGONICK

10
 and Fuselit’s ‘Contraption’

11
 

demonstrated how poetry could be shaped into an art object. So too did the poetry origami 

sculptures left anonymously at various Edinburgh locations in 2011.
12

 

I liked how presenting poetry in this way created a space of awe or reverence before 

any words were actually read. Though I was unable to showcase actual objects in my 

exhibition, I was able to incorporate this effect into my Russian doll photographs. 

                                                           
9
 Carson, Anne , NOX (New York: New Directions Books, 2010) 

10
 Carson, Anne (trans.) and Bianca Stone (illustrator), ANTIGONICK (SOPHOKLES) (Tarset: Bloodaxe Books  

Ltd, 2012) 
11

‘Contraption’, ed. by Kirsten Irving, Fuselit, issue 17 (Spring 2012) 
12

 Martin, Ann, ‘Edinburgh’s Mysterious Book Sculptures’, All Things Paper blog, 12 September 2011 

<http://www.allthingspaper.net/2011/09/edinburghs-mysterious-book-sculptures.html> 

http://www.allthingspaper.net/2011/09/edinburghs-mysterious-book-sculptures.html
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winter overwhelms 

with ivy knots and bare wood –  

each green leaf is hope 

 

Exhibitions resemble performance poetry in that they encourage people congregating 

to enjoy something. This allows social interaction and discussion between audience members, 

as sharing page poetry in a reading group might, and was something I felt might help engage 

poetry newcomers. 

In this sense, the town library’s gallery (besides its reasonable hire cost and the 

volume of visitors) seemed a perfect place to stage my exhibition, being associated with 

reading and used as a community meeting place. 
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crystal hummingbird at the window  
its round belly reflects green skies 

upside-down fir trees float in blue glass 
 
 

Taking part in workshops to create new poems for the Polesworth Poets’ Trail, 

Warwickshire, in March 2011, I was struck by the similarity between this project’s aims and 

my exhibition, which could be considered a kind of indoor poetry trail – illustrated with 

pictures instead of real countryside. 

Project leader Mal Dewhirst described his ideal finished trail as simpler poems, which 

could be digested in one reading, and more thoughtful poems, ‘that may take a second or 

third reading to see the cleverness and fully appreciate the use of language and the ideas’.
13

 

He felt simpler poems designed to engage readers new to poetry would hopefully then lead 

them to engage with the trail’s more complex poems. 

 

 
 

 
 

                                                           
13

 Email correspondence, dated 23 March 2011 
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From chapel ruins 
 

glimpsed through holes  
blasted through stone 
whole trees stand firm 

 

The research project Poetry Beyond Text :Vision, Text + Cognition was already 

exploring how responses to poetry are affected by contact with visual art forms.
 14

  Although I 

couldn’t visit the project’s spring 2011 Edinburgh exhibition, I was able to experience parts 

online (something which convinced me more than ever to extend the reach of my own 

exhibition both geographically and temporally by reproducing some of it online). 

This research involved more than 40 individual projects, treating ‘beyond’ text not as 

transcendence but ‘an exploration of the dynamic relations (at the level of creation and 

reception) between poetry as text and other elements of poetic works’.
15

 It also took ‘beyond’ 

to include the cognitive and imaginative processes and constraints involved in making and 

responding to poetry. 

Among many interesting findings were some concerning how ambiguity offers people 

the chance to actively use their own ideas and judgements to find meaning. In the cited 

experiment, photographs featuring human figures (and also their corresponding poems) were 

felt to be easier to interpret, based on the subject’s apparent emotional state. More abstract 

images, such as a close-up of wood grain, were felt to be more ambiguous and make the 

poetry presented alongside them seem this way too.
16

 

This reinforced my instinctive desire to avoid abstract photos. Capturing people’s 

strong yet interesting emotion was something beyond my photographic expertise. But based 

on these observations and my own reaction to Godwin’s Return to Elmet images, I decided 

                                                           
14

 Poetry Beyond Text : Vision, Text + Cognition <www.poetrybeyondtext.org> 
15

 ‘Research Questions’, Poetry Beyond Text : Vision, Text + Cognition <www.poetrybeyondtext.org/research-

questions.html> (para. 2 of 4) 
16

  ‘Ambiguity’, Poetry Beyond Text : Vision, Text + Cognition <www.poetrybeyondtext.org/ambiguity.html> 

(final para.) 

 

http://www.poetrybeyondtext.org/
http://www.poetrybeyondtext.org/
http://www.poetrybeyondtext.org/
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that capturing moody landscapes, where the atmosphere matched the accompanying poem’s 

emotional thrust, could be effective. 

 

 
 

drape of green leaves  
viewed through arched stone window 

our future hope 
 

My decision to use images to correspond with, rather than challenge, my poems’ 

content was reinforced by one project’s observation that co-researchers ‘rated works in which 
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they felt the text and image mutually enhanced one another more highly than works which 

they felt were “fragmented” or disjunctive’.
17

 

However, interestingly, this same project found that how challenging a work seemed 

in itself appeared to make no significant difference to how much it was liked. This might 

suggest accessibility is less important a consideration than harmonising images and poems. 

 

 

tree roots push earth  
fashion arches from air 

remould cold stone 
 

 
 The website’s interview with Jim Carruth emphasized the need to consider not just 

artworks’ close-up detail but how they appear from a distance – so that their overall shape, 

colour and patterns encourage people to come closer.
18

  

                                                           
17

 ‘Materiality’, Poetry Beyond Text : Vision, Text + Cognition <www.poetrybeyondtext.org/materiality.html> 

(final para.) 
17

‘Interview with Jim Carruth’, interviewed by Andrew Roberts, December 2009,  Poetry Beyond Text : Vision, 

Text + Cognition <www.poetrybeyondtext.org/ivcarruth.html> 

http://www.poetrybeyondtext.org/
http://www.poetrybeyondtext.org/
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Looking at the project’s online gallery, most items were objects and seemed to reflect 

the experimental possibilities offered by combining poetry with visual art.
 19

 While I found 

this exciting, I felt experimental poetry was not the most effective way to encourage poetry 

enjoyment in the suburban and fairly conservative town, where I was staging my exhibition. 

But this did help clarify my aims – I wanted to use pictures which would make poetry feel 

more comfortable or familiar, not make people wary. Also, I didn’t want the visual aspects to 

take over from the words themselves.  

 
 

freshly-cut tree stump 
reflects a rippled wood heart 

until water stills 
 

I decided the main part of my exhibition would feature short poems, both to overcome 

the fear that large volumes of text might arouse in people with negative notions of poetry 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
 
19

 Poetry Beyond Text : Vision, Text + Cognition <www.poetrybeyondtext.org/gallery.html> 
 
 

http://www.poetrybeyondtext.org/
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from school and because of potential difficulties reading text displayed vertically in a public 

space, where reading might be interrupted. The former observation also lay behind my 

decision not to use the word ‘poetry’ in my exhibition title. 

My gut feeling that local landscape photographs would catch people’s attention was 

another reason, beside brevity, for my choice of a haiku-like form to respond to them, with its 

traditional nature observations. I also felt emphasis on the senses and the present tense would 

make the experience accessible and harmonise with that capturing of a universal moment 

essence which a photographic snapshot often creates. 

From general online Facebook discussions about haiku, I knew that the form might be 

viewed with some suspicion by seasoned poetry readers, one reason being concerns about 

simply stating the obvious. I was aware too from general experience that sometimes fewer 

words can lead to more things having to be read between the lines. But these were concerns I 

was happy to work within. I was also open to moving out of traditional haiku constraints, if 

need be, for example, by using metaphor. Meanwhile, discussions in Jacqui Rowe’s 2012 

Poetry School classes in Birmingham suggested the possibilities for extended meaning 

created by a series of haiku. An exhibition seemed the perfect place for haiku and images to 

act almost as stepping stones, cumulatively forming a bigger path of meaning and experience. 
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Spring Ball 
 

The flowerbed is buzzing; 
pollen tongues unfurl the sticky question 
of this year's pick of the bunch: 
Who will be belle of the ball? 
 
Oh please, please, let it be me. 
Delicate petal Daisy flutters  
silent ivories in circular glissando. 
 
What about me? 
Tulip blushes, tries to hold down  
her skirt upturned by the breeze.    
 
It could be me.  
Hyacinth bubbles up blue 
with breathless excitement. 
 
It has to be me, Daffodil trumpets,  
blooming with sunshine, 
as she shakes out her golden curls. 
 
Heads held up hopeful, 
they huddle green to burst with envy 
and whisper their wishes to the air. 
Love me, love me not, love me... 

 

I liaised with Droitwich Library Manager Jackie Passey and University of Worcester 

disability adviser Jenny Hope about how to best hang the artworks and display text. Ms Hope 

advised which fonts would be easier for people to read and to avoid the harsh contrast of a 

white paper background for black text. She also suggested I avoid website encoding (against 

copying text), as this would stop people with eyesight problems being able to use electronic 

reading devices to enjoy my online text. 
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cavitied tree stump 
nature’s heart fills with new growth 

moss thrives on dead leaves 

 

Looking at how other library exhibitors were using the gallery gave me insight into 

grouping pictures. While taking part in Worcester Cathedral Poets’ Easter 2011 display, I 

noticed the better displayed poems used big text and bold borders in an A3 format. I decided 

to use the same size, with text as large as possible. As my poems were to be accompanied by 

pictures though, I chose not to add borders, feeling that might distract the eye and create a 

sense of separation between text and image. 

Plain paper or card mounted directly on the wall would be easily damaged but 

framing texts would make them heavier and harder to hang. Glass could cause problems with 

unwanted reflections too. As laminating was less reflective and had worked well for the 

Cathedral Poets’ display, I chose this option. 
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railings mesh the snow 

we walk straight through their shadows 

leave footprints behind 

 

I decided to include some longer poems from my collection Into the Yell and others 

published elsewhere, as I felt publication would give the exhibition weight. It also allowed 

me to explore the relationship between art and poetry as a two-way, and even circular, 

process, by featuring canvases by Julie Haller and Sam Hutchcocks which were painted in 

response to the collection or individual poems. For some canvases, I then wrote a response. 

 

 
 

pylons shoulder growing light 
as electricity arcs 
day’s waking sky 

 
pitchfork poles straight and tall 

carry static curves of speech 
across awe-hushed snow 

 

While I hoped the photographs and professional canvases would create an artistic 

atmosphere, I was aware that this might increase pre-existing wariness about poetry by 

further endowing it with a sense of otherness. For this reason, the fact that my artistic skills 

are limited and because I wanted something visual to occupy children, I tried to create a sense 
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of familiarity with my own collage canvases by giving them an almost childish feel: using 

sweet wrappers, broken CD cases and natural scrawl rather than calligraphic text. 

 

 

 
 

when that first snow falls 
sunlight gleams snag in stunned trees 

pitted earth glistens 
 

The exhibition was scheduled and on track for July 2011. Then I was informed that 

May that the whole library was temporarily closing in July for a major refurbishment. This 

was a major blow. Research into other venues, such as Worcester’s university, revealed they 

were beyond my price range and could not offer me a full month’s exhibition or were not so 

ideally placed to catch passers-by. I was also running out of time to sort the remaining photo 

canvases not yet ordered and organise publicity for a new venue. I reluctantly agreed with the 

library to postpone it until June 2012. 
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stubbled snow stretches 
out to the winter trees’ sky –  

field of light and cloud 
 

This postponement did give me time for more research. I staged a velcro-stand display 

of photo and haiku that I hoped to use for my main exhibition at Droitwich Water Festival in 

July 2011 and Droitwich Salt Day festival in September 2011, where I also showed a 

continuously repeating video version of the same haiku and photos. 

People were reluctant to fill in feedback forms but I was able to chat to people, 

gaining a mostly favourable response to it, though this did highlight the problems of external 

noise distraction in such a public venue. 
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morning wakes the lake 
glides across skin and ripples 

every surface 
 

I had always envisaged using some sort of collaborative display – allowing people to 

leave their own poems or art on petals or leaves, which I would then build into a bigger 

picture on the velcro-board. The idea behind this was interaction, recognising that the poetry 

reader is always part of the creative-interpretive process and that it might help people to feel 

more consciously part of the experience, so they would hopefully engage with it more. 

But the Water Festival and Salt Day exhibitions made it clear that face-to-face 

discussion was a good way of encouraging this, so I organised with the library to lead a 

poetry workshop tied in with my exhibition. 

 

 
Canvas by Sam Hutchcocks and Julie Haller  
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No Still Life 
 
Painted by the Worcestershire people (antiquity – present day)   
 

The fruit bowl brims with ripe curves, smooth green skins   
flushed with sunrise streaks of red, yellow, pink… 
 
Worcester Pearmains hint strawberry perfume,   
promise great flavour, character and juice.    
 
Lush Parkinson’s Wardens – our famed Black Pear –  
boast a slow-cooked sweetness, there to be shared.   
     
Yellow and Purple Pershores lend lustre,    
nuzzle close in neighbouring plum clusters. 
   
Warmth carpets the background; sun pools like deep 
brine or spa water, soft-tones the whole scene. 
 
Each shift of light reveals new shapes; new tastes 
in each bite from the county’s rich landscape. 
 
And for the final brushstroke, glazed with awe: 
a cheeky dash of our Worcestershire sauce! 
[Crunch, lick the lips, big smile.] Scrumptious – of course! 

 
 

A further chance to test out the effectiveness of my haiku and photo pairings came 

when some were used as a double-page spread in Worcestershire Literary Festival’s Be: 

magazine in autumn 2011.
20

 Although hard to quantify response, the editor, Taliah Drayak, 

said she’d received favourable feedback on this.
21

 

                                                           
20

 James, Sarah, ‘From the Tow Path’, Be: magazine, Autumn 2011, pp. 16–17, see Appendix 1 
21

 Email correspondence, dated 28 November 2011 
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The Forest Ensemble 

 
Something’s there in the trees. I think it’s green 
but its colour shifts with light and season:     
tinge of berry, yellow beak, speckled blue; 
feather-edged, russet-ridged or conker smooth. 
 
It’s acorn-knotted, mossy, grooved, dappled 
flapping; a woodpecker’s shadow tap, tap, 
tapping. Fluttered leaf wings, mist breath, the blurred 
scent of wild garlic and breeze rippled fir. 
 
It’s river-dipped sky, peach ripening to sun   
and juice dripping down to the earth at dusk.   
It’s cherry blossom, seeds, the gift of snow… 
that feeling which wakes inside you and grows. 
 
It’s not one alone but all of these things. 
It’s in the trees now. Sh, hear how it sings! 

 

As landscapes were part of my haiku pairings, I visited the Writing Britain exhibition 

at the British Library in May 2012. The first thing I noticed was the distracting noise of 

visiting school children, which made it hard to concentrate on reading. Here, such noise could 
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be edited out by listening to audio excerpts through headphones, thereby also including 

another sense, hearing. This was impractical for my exhibition but I could use video on the 

website version, including interviews
22

 about the artistic process as well as poetry videos
23

.  

 

 
 

 
Pilgrims 
 
It’s hard to tell which is the squatter –  
the cathedral or the giant-girthed tree; 
one of three pilgrims sprinkling shadows and leaves  
across grass and pathway, 
like holy water or eco-confetti. 
 
Either way, they’ve both dug in their roots. 
Though it took them some time, 
they’ve grown used to the other’s presence,   
shaken off those first impressions 
of stony exteriors and wooden stances. 
 
They keep a polite distance, of course. 
But comfortable in their joint space, 
they practise together the art of silent praise, 
listen to psalms on the wind,     
share evenings looking up at the stars.   

 
 

                                                           
22

 ‘Gallery’, An Eyeful of Words  <http://www.sarah-james.co.uk/?page_id=1421> 
23

 ‘Poem Videos’, An Eyeful of Words < http://www.sarah-james.co.uk/?page_id=1426> 

http://www.sarah-james.co.uk/?page_id=1421
http://www.sarah-james.co.uk/?page_id=1426
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The Writing Britain exhibition’s division into themed sections again highlighted 

possibilities for grouping exhibits rather than treating the experience as a linear journey 

around the room. My exhibition venue was a smaller, single room with little opportunity for 

subdividing physical space but I could create wall groupings, allowing pieces to come 

together to generate new associations. I grouped similar seasons and subjects, placed 

‘Welcome to the Zoo’, a poem introducing myself as a writer, at the start and ended with my 

poetry canvases and groupings of poems about death or illness. The physical layout and 

spacing on the walls was based on advice from artists Sam Hutchcocks and Julie Haller to 

maintain a strong visual line which would capture attention from a distance. The order of 

poems and pictures throughout this essay echoes the layout linearly around the exhibition 

walls. 
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Little Red 
 
Shadows hood a fairytale face, muffle harsh winds 
as she stoops through brambles  
to enter the wood through an arch of bent trees. 
 
The vixen pulls on its ruffled coat of leaves, 
its scarf of long hair; wears the autumn sun as a mask, 
curves into a cloak trailing her feet. 
  
Soon girl and fox merge so that fur becomes thin  
as mushroom skin while her fingers curve to claws. 
Mouths and teeth move as one. 
 
The change in gait is slight at first, a higher tilt 
of muzzle as this sleek stitch of red 
threads through the trees, then slinks low  
 
to circle the cottage with its thatch of patched dreams; 
chimney howling gusts of black smoke. 
The scent of fox skips up the path, unlatches  
 
the kitchen door. Body blocking and chopping 
light from the windows, a brush of red tail splits  
open the greyness – and the foxy lady smiles. 

 

 

I had always intended to extend my exhibition’s reach in terms of time and geography 

by creating a website version. The postponement gave me time to research and develop this 

idea further, so that it was not just an online documenting but more interactive. 

Being an emergent form, ‘digital poetry’ is hard to define precisely. But the Poetry 

Beyond Text website suggested ‘digital poetry is not text poetry simply distributed on the web 

or put into electronic form’.
24

  

 

                                                           
24

 ‘Digital Poetry’, Poetry Beyond Text : Vision, Text + Cognition <http://www.poetrybeyondtext.org/digital-

poetry.html> (para. 2) 

http://www.poetrybeyondtext.org/digital-poetry.html
http://www.poetrybeyondtext.org/digital-poetry.html
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Autumn Ball 
 
The trees have checked  
their calendar, got the date right, 
though many it seems  
are unseasonably late. 
 
Those on time play butterfly  
ball with leaves as wings: 
a fluttering display of golden delicious,  
roasted chestnut, cinnamon flakes... 
 
Dressed extravagantly in ruched or taffeta bark, 
rustling trains and bouffant hair styles,  
they’re still missing frost  
to powder their faces. They wait  
 
for the latecomers, 
  for music to start 

and wonder, like me, 
what's happened to nature's dance. 
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Hazel Smith’s new media section in The Cambridge Companion to Creative Writing 

suggested some possibilities,
 25

 as did the examples on the Clickable poems website.
26

 

Moving text and animation were not within my existing technological skills and I didn’t feel I 

had the time or opportunity to learn and harness them effectively for this project. But I was 

interested in linking disparate web pages and cross-genre writing, moving perhaps not just 

between different poems and images but even external fact-based web pages to create various 

pathways through my poems and provide an interactive poetry-art experience. 

 

 

The Coldest Winter For More than a Decade 
 
They're not flakes but flowers: 
a flurry of winter blossom 
from stratocumulus bushes. 
 
The sun is the sky's 
single squashed fruit – 
warm heart of the snow's sloppy kiss. 
 
Discussing the weather then Darwin, 
my husband says 
humans used to hibernate. 
 
Otherwise they'd have frozen in awe. 

                                                           
25

 Smith, Hazel, ‘Creative writing and new media’, The Cambridge Companion to Creative Writing, ed. by 

David Morley and Philip Neilsen (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012) pp.102–117 
26

 Hedger, Mary, Christopher Mulrooney and Erik Pihel, ‘hyperpoems’, Clickable poems: Literature in the 

Digital Age (2010-2012)  <http://www.clickablepoems.com> 
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However, one thing clear from Katy Wareham Morris’s master’s research project 

exploring literary hypertext was the danger that texts, typically constructed to offer multiple 

possible narratives and meanings, might potentially become too fragmented or disruptive.
 27

 

 

 

 
first hint of spring: 

 
delicate yellow 

stars unbramble the fence 
petals balance raindrops 

 

The risk of obscurity is perhaps an inevitable side-effect of any poetry allowing a high 

degree of reader interaction or involving chance in the creation process (as in the Oulipo N + 

7 tradition of replacing every noun with the seventh after it in the dictionary). However, that 

there were ways of controlling this was brought home to me by a non-internet experience – 

playing ‘zimzalla 14’, an aleatory text game by Stephen Emmerson. These text fragments 

need to be flexible enough to fit together in any combination determined by chance, in this 

case, rolling a dice. As a result, the final ‘poems’ created are fairly open in meaning – or, 

from my point of view, frustratingly obscure. But this game relies heavily on arbitrary dice 

                                                           
27 Wareham Morris, Katy, ‘Erotic Hyper-reality: An Exploration into the Liberating, Polysemic Potential of 

Hypertext’ (unpublished master’s independent research project, University of Worcester, 2011), pp.3–22 
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rolls. By allowing my user to make choices (determined by their intellect, personal tastes…), 

hopefully the resulting poetry experience would be meaningful to them. 

 

 

tiger lily grows 
more ferocious each day 

baby petals fall 
 

Any reading experience is in some sense interactive, readers’ interpretations affected 

by past experiences, intellect and personality. My aim wasn’t to use interactivity to create 

something innovative, more to allow poetry newcomers a certain, albeit limited, amount of 

choice of how straight or divergent a route they wanted to take through this online poetry-art 

experience. This also mirrors the exhibition experience, where visitors can follow exhibits 

linearly around the room or choose to engage with them in a different order. 
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Soundscape 
 
Waking to the smell of salt, taste of sand, 
she hears rustle of sea and leaves, 
muffled thuds of distant movement 
and staccato tapping of water in pipes. 
 
Hugging the warmth of her cardigan, 
she feels strong for once and stands up, 
looking away from faded B & B cleanliness 
to sip, sip a whisper of stillness from the beach. 
 
Inhaled colours: pink, orange, yellow 
hint at island heather, gorse, cloudy shrubs... 
This shimmering lullaby of sky and sea 
soothes with the sh, sh of a mother's presence. 
 
Maybe this time she is better. 
She tries to photograph the semblance of tranquillity 
but a figure cycles past on the coastal road: 
noisy black shape etched forever on her Turner landscape. 
 
The echo of its metallic clink-clank stains 
the untouched softness, scratches: 
sand on skin or rope around her neck. 
The sea's childhood lisp hisses now: This is it! 
 
So she waits; stretching across silence to listen 
for the tide's triumphant crescendo – 
or the hush of shallow sea breath 
curled into a shell. 

 

I created links within some of my online poems so that clicking on a picture would 

reveal or hide a stanza and vice versa. In other poems, clicking on links takes readers to 

different poems or other websites. Some of these contain further links to yet more pages.
28

 It 

is the readers’ choice whether to follow links and diverge from the original poem or stay with 

it straight through until the end. 

                                                           
28

 ‘Interactive Poems’, An Eyeful of Words  <http://www.sarah-james.co.uk/?page_id=1424> 

http://www.sarah-james.co.uk/?page_id=1424
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Magpie 
 
John can sense them from his office: 
Tim’s humbugs striped with childhood, 
sticking to glass sides;  
Lisa’s fudge brownies thick-shelved in the fridge, rich 
and moist as soil in the morning; 
Sue’s box of chocolates,  
lying in her locker, lid open-mouthed. 
 
Eyes bead and he’s threaded  
to the glint of rustling foil:  
those tightly curled leaves 
of gold, blue, purple, green. 
Fingers flutter, wrappers stainglass the light. 
 
He hides it, of course, or tries. 
No one sees him take them but,  
cheeks redder than a robin’s chest, 
there’s a muddy smudge at his mouth. 
Crumpled colours trail dark secrets under his desk, 
while scrunched silver falls 
from his pocket’s cuckooed nest. 

 

Next, I decided to create a free exhibition phone app. One poetry app I had found 

online was The Sea of Trees’ ‘Photo Poem’, consisting of a series of photos incorporating 
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poetic text.
 29

 But this was in essence a poetry-photo slideshow, offering little user choice or 

interaction. 

 

 
 

Cold Fingers 
 

When your necklace broke, spilling 
its heart, I bought you a new one in gold. 
 
You chucked the old chain into a drawer 
scented with the lavender of unwanted gifts. 
 
Now, sorting through bits you left behind, I find it dangling 
from a CD case: Enya's Paint the Sky with Stars. 
 
I feel your hair plaited into metal links, try not 
to think of cold fingers 
 
on your neck; unfastening. 

 

  

                                                           
29

 Available from 

<https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.with.PhotoViewer_SEA0001theseaoftrees&hl=en> 

[accessed 3 May 2012] 

 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.with.PhotoViewer_SEA0001theseaoftrees&hl=en
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In my first app, ‘Pocket Gallery: Pic a Poem’, I wanted to allow readers to carry some 

exhibition poems and photographs with them on their phone.
30

  By selecting a picture, its 

corresponding poem is revealed. This is a fairly basic app, with limited interaction but a fairly 

controlled artistic outcome.  

My second app, ‘Pic Pocket a Poem’, allows more interaction.
 31

 Users pick three 

pictures in order. Each picture has an attributed line of poetry from my exhibition haiku and 

thus the user reveals their own three-line poem. Although I have less creative control over the 

resulting poems, the fact that pictures are matched with harmonious lines all taken from 

haiku-style poems hopefully ensures the final poems are coherent and harmonious. 

The main constraints on what my apps could do were technological ones. I had very 

little experience of coding so needed to use a free coding tool, namely MIT App Inventor.
32

 

This meant I was limited to simple functions and my apps would only be suitable for android 

smartphones. 

 

 
 

                                                           
30

 Available from 

<https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=appinventor.ai_izzywhizzyletsgetdizzy.Pic_a_Poem_Pocket_Gal

lery&feature=search_result> 
31

 Available from 

<https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=appinventor.ai_izzywhizzyletsgetdizzy.Pic_Pocket_a_Poem1&fe

ature=search_result> 
32

 Available from Massachusetts Institute of Technology <http://www.appinventor.mit.edu/> 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=appinventor.ai_izzywhizzyletsgetdizzy.Pic_a_Poem_Pocket_Gallery&feature=search_result
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=appinventor.ai_izzywhizzyletsgetdizzy.Pic_a_Poem_Pocket_Gallery&feature=search_result
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=appinventor.ai_izzywhizzyletsgetdizzy.Pic_Pocket_a_Poem1&feature=search_result
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=appinventor.ai_izzywhizzyletsgetdizzy.Pic_Pocket_a_Poem1&feature=search_result
http://www.appinventor.mit.edu/
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Prognosis 
 
It takes me twenty-six years to ask. 
He can't answer. It's not a question 
of life expectancy...He tries to reassure 
(though studies suggest  
diabetics take off at least ten years). 
I predict his ellipsis:…but quality of life. 
Good blood sugar control is key. 
He tells me what I already know. 
Anatomy has its own chaos theory 
and figures conflict. 
There's no conclusive data, no medical test; 
not even a living post-mortem 
would reveal the blue flash of sirens 
or false teeth of old age. 
No DNA dissection  
can decode my human genetics 
into a definitive date of death marker. 
My only accurate prediction then: I'm afraid, 
if it did, I wouldn't know how to treat the answer. 

 
 

The whole process of designing these apps involved elements of trial and error, 

googling for help on technological hitches and trying out the app on a smartphone as I went 

along. Once the two apps were finished, I also had to upload them to Google Play store
33

 and 

create QR reader codes (below) for them so people could scan them with their phone to 

automatically download the app. 

                                                           

Pocket Gallery: Pic a Poem           Pic Pocket a Poem 

                                                           
33

  Google Play store <https://play.google.com/store?hl=en> 

https://play.google.com/store?hl=en
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Canvas by Julie Haller  

 
 
Eulogy 
 
Dandelion, Löwenzahn, pissenlit 
(the French name is so apt), 
Taraxacum officinale...she once knew 
the proper sound of most garden flowers. 
 
Her love of language stemmed from Latin 
lessons learned aloud at school. 
When she was still ginger-haired, energetic, 
she would coax her hollow seeds into poems 
from which memories could grow; 
sharp as lions' teeth. 
 
Now her brain is a dandelion clock. 
Each hour dispatches more spores. 
No one knows where this grey matter goes; 
dispersed, disposed. 
The wind blows it like ashes. 

 
 

Initially, I had intended the apps to act like an exhibition souvenir. But, having 

completed them in advance, it seemed a perfect way of generating publicity and allowing 

people to preview some of the photos and poems before the exhibition. 
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Unframing the ‘Skull with Yellow Roses’ 
 
I wanted a snake nesting in petals: 
open-mouthed, hungry. Hissing. 
But it reminded me of Blake’s crimson bed, 
bruised yellow. 

So I settled for bone munching on sun. 
It says something, though I don’t know what. 
Maybe its yell is clenched on the ‘ow’ 
of beauty’s sting in the tail, 
which I won’t call hidden thorns – only a warning 
that we choke on life as much as death. 
 
 

Poetry film was another thing I was keen to incorporate on the exhibition website, 

both paying homage to the importance of sound in poetry and allowing another sense route 

into poems (hearing). 
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While poetry film may not have the vibrant atmosphere of live performance, it does 

offer greater possibilities for scene-setting, using video or pictures. Just like my actual 

exhibition was something between a public and private experience, this too would have 

essences of public performance poetry (heard aloud, someone else’s voice) and private 

(control over and ability to pause or replay).  

One of my favourite poetry films is Bat Eyes based on the W. B. Yeats’s ‘When You 

Are Old’.
34

 But this film was of a bigger scale than I could access, with a cast of actors, 

dialogue, experienced video camera operators…I had to do my best with what I had in terms 

of equipment and past experience.  

In choosing which exhibition poems to make into poetry films, I decided to go mainly 

for poems with high emotional engagement and poems that were relatively accessible. These 

were two key qualities to what I felt was successful in Bat Eyes.  

Photo by Julie Haller 
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 Bat Eyes, dir. by Damien Power, ‘The Voices Project’, <http://www.freshink.com.au/the-voices-project/> 

(2012) 

http://www.freshink.com.au/the-voices-project/
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For my exhibition to work, I obviously needed as many people as possible to know 

about it and, hopefully, choose to go to it. Therefore, I got the exhibition included in 

Worcestershire Literary Festival, Droitwich Music and Arts Festival and Droitwich Canal 

Arts Trail (with their publicity and accompanying brochures). 

I also used social networking sites like Twitter and Facebook to circulate information 

and set up events pages. I produced posters and emailed information to relevant arts contacts, 

such as Droitwich Arts Network chairman Peter Hawkins and Wychavon Arts News. 

I wrote and emailed press releases (with pictures), which were featured in the 

Worcester News, Droitwich Advertiser and Droitwich Standard. I also send an audio version 

of my poem ‘Scarred’ and exhibition information to Radio Wildfire, where this was featured 

on the June 2012 live show and ‘The Loop’ continuous broadcast from mid-June to mid-July 

2012.
 35

 

Although I’ve no way in telling how many people visited the exhibition as a result, I 

do know that it gained a lot of exposure. 

 

 
Photo by Julie Haller 
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Radio Wildfire, live show and ‘The Loop’ <http://www.radiowildfire.com/listen> 
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Conclusions 

Assessing how successful my exhibition was in bringing poetry to a wider audience was 

always going to be difficult. I did not have the resources of, for example, Poetry Beyond Text, 

using teams of researchers, eye-tracking technology and magnetic body sensors to gauge 

people’s measurable physical reactions to the exhibition poems and artworks. 

I also knew from past experience that persuading people to fill in feedback forms (see 

Appendix 2) would be difficult, even aided by encouraging them in person at my poetry 

workshop. Still, fifteen forms were filled in, as well as comments emailed to me or left as 

Facebook comments and more than thirty petals and leaves were created for the collaborative 

poetry-art display (below).  

 

 

Most feedback was favourable. Everyone who filled in a form said it would encourage 

them to read more poetry. But, with hindsight, my form was not specific enough for me to 
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gauge if the individual artworks enhanced or detracted from the appreciation of individual 

poems. 

Still, Worcestershire Poet Laureate 2012, Maggie Doyle, said, ‘What a fantastic 

exhibition this was. Poetry not only in words but in the pictures both photos and paintings’. 
36

 

A selection of further comments by visitors can be found on the exhibition website.
37

  

The main negative feedback was about the venue itself, including lack of clear 

signing, chairs being stacked in the room, the gallery being used for meetings and distracting 

noise. This is partly an inevitable disadvantage of the public nature of an exhibition but is 

something I would bear in mind more strongly in future. 

From talking to people while putting up and taking down the exhibition and during 

the workshop, I do feel the pictures encouraged people to visit the exhibition and read the 

accompanying poems. Feedback on the haiku-photo combinations was particularly positive, 

with people commenting on how well they complemented each other – and this sometimes 

from people who told me they would not normally read poetry.  

 

 
Photo by Julie Haller 
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 Facebook comment made on 2 July 2012. 
37

 ‘Collaborative Poem/Comments’, An Eyeful of Words < http://www.sarah-james.co.uk/?page_id=1419> 

http://www.sarah-james.co.uk/?page_id=1419
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Although I wasn’t able to put much time into advertising the poetry apps, Google Play 

store figures showed 95 downloads of ‘Pic Pocket a Poem’ and 27 downloads of ‘Pocket 

Gallery: Pic a Poem’ by 20 July 2012.  I was pleased that the more innovative of the two 

seemed most popular, perhaps because it offered more choice of pictures and more 

interaction. 

I wasn’t able to obtain figures specifically for people viewing the exhibition part of 

my website but Google Analytics registered 335 visits to my website as a whole between19 

May 2012 and 19 July 2012. The average number of pages looked at per visit was two, so 

hopefully some were exhibition pages. 

 

 

 

It wasn’t commented on but I am aware that this project was ambitious in its aim and 

the varied approaches, perhaps even too wide-ranging. The interactive online poetry, poetry 

film and poetry app elements are only a dip in the ocean – both in how I used them and in 

terms of marketing them to a wider audience. Given greater time, more expertise and the 
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right collaboration, there is a lot more that could be done in all these areas. This is a good 

reminder that in poetry, as other art forms, quality is more important than quantity and 

maintaining a clear focus is something I need to focus on in future! 

The project has encouraged me to consider more closely issues of accessibility, 

collaboration and innovation in poetry generally. It has given me the confidence not to over-

obsess about ambiguity in my future work and to try some more experimental writing and 

collaborations. 

It has made me aware of how some visual art techniques, such as perspective, can be 

adapted into writing and has also given me insights into creating thematic threads and 

grouping poems, which should prove useful for my final masters’ portfolio and second poetry 

collection.  
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Appendix 1
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Appendix 2 

An Eyeful of Words Feedback (please turn over for more space to answer 

any questions or further comments) 

What have you enjoyed most about the exhibition? 

 

 

Is there anything you didn’t like? And if so what and why? 

 

 

Has the exhibition made you feel or think a different way about poetry and if so 

how? 

 

 

How have you found the drop-in poetry workshop (if you took part in this)? 

 

 

Will you go away and read more poetry?   Y/N   (please ring) 

Will you go away and write more poetry?  Y/N  (please ring) 

Any further comments or observations eg about how you have found this 

exhibition or where you would like to see poetry or what you would like to see 

poetry do. 

 

 

Your name and contact details, if you wish to give them so you can be informed 

about future events. 
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